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Abstract
Introduction & Background: In recent months unexpected reports have surfaced claiming the presence of magnetic attraction in the shoulder regions 
of subjects who had recently received the COVID-19 vaccination.
Purpose: To determine if such claims are legitimate or spurious.
Methods: A prospective observational study was performed utilizing standard neodymium magnets and non-magnetized paper clips in a rigorously 
standardized application protocol. Magnets and paper clips were applied over various regions of both deltoid muscles. The attraction score was 
calculated by adding one point for each pole of the magnet that attached to each arm over the deltoid muscle for a maximum score of 4. Likewise, 
three sizes of paper clips were tested with a maximum score of 6. The field score was calculated by adding the magnet score to the paper clip score 
for a maximum score of 10 points.
Results: 256 subjects were enrolled from June 1-July 7, 2021. Of these subjects, 148 (57.8%) declined the COVID-19 vaccination and 108 (42.2%) 
received it. Comparison of the two groups showed no significant differences with the magnet score, the clip score, or the total magnetic score (P > 
0.1). Multiple regression models used all relevant dependent and independent variables and only autoimmune disease was associated with a reduced 
field score (p = 0.01).
Conclusions: A strong magnetic field is generated in the human body that has no causal relation to previous COVID-19 vaccination.

Keywords: Human magnet attraction, COVID-19 vaccination, human magnetism, human energetic field, human magnetic field, human electromagnetic 
field.

Introduction

In the spring of 2021, within months of widescale 
implementation of vaccination programs for COVID-19, 
a spate of reports surfaced across communities and in 
the social media claiming attachment (or attraction) of 
magnets to vaccinated sites and imputing vaccination as 
the precipitating cause. While most observers regarded 
it as a novel curiosity, others speculated that magnetic 
nanoparticles (or even microchips) had been embedded 
in vaccines by the manufacturers. Still others dismissed 
the phenomenon altogether as artifactual and related to 
friction produced by bodily oils and/or fluids.

Having observed first-hand the phenomenon in vaccinated 
persons we applied magnets to non-vaccinated individuals 
and observed the same effect and we thus planned this 
study to address it more formally. The next question 
became one of origins: was the external magnet attracted 
to passive ferrous materials in the deltoid regions or was 
there an active source of attraction emanating from the 
muscle, i.e., a magnetic field? To make this discrimination 
we flipped the disc-shaped magnet onto its opposite side 
(pole) to observe for non-adherence or repulsion and, 
secondly, applied passive ferrous materials, i.e., paper 
clips, to the site of attraction. In both cases attachment 
(attraction) persisted confirming the presence of an active 
magnetic field at the site.

https://www.thegms.co
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As two of the authors (JT & KT) had recently published 
articles, singly and jointly, definitively establishing 
the presence of an organized energy field in the body, 
we deduced that the observed magnetic attraction was 
related not to incidental vaccination but to primary field 
interactions [1, 2]. In our review of the scientific medical 
literature, we were surprised to find a total void of 
studies addressing this attachment of a magnet to human 
skin. This is quite bizarre considering that magnets and 
paperclips have been in existence for centuries. The 
conclusive demonstration of active magnetic attraction 
related to an internally generated energy field should 
thus have far-reaching implications not only in terms of 
how the human body is conceived but, particularly, on the 
nature and treatment of disease. This study was designed 
and executed to substantiate our field hypothesis and to 
falsify putative links to COVID-19 vaccination.

Materials & Methods

Twelve administrators were used for implementation 
of the study. All followed identical protocols in terms of 
interviewing and testing of subjects. Participants were 
recruited by invitation; relevant data was entered into a 
standardized questionnaire. The intervention subjects 
exposed their upper arms and shoulders and an alcohol 
swab was wiped over both shoulder regions to remove 
oils, reduce moisture, and lessen frictional resistance 
[3, 4]. Using the exact same neodymium disc magnets 
administrators applied them broadly over the surface 
areas of both deltoid regions to assess for attraction. 
Attachment was tested using both sides of the magnet. 
Magnets, manufactured by Mikede, were 32 x 32 x 3mm, 
100gm neodymium discs and were purchased through 
Amazon. The same procedure was then performed 
using three sizes (28 mm, 33 mm, and 50 mm) of non-
magnetized paper clips (Manufactured by Kempshott also 
purchased through Amazon). Results were entered into 
standardized data forms.

The magnet score was calculated as a maximum score of 
4 points indicating that both poles of the magnet attached 
to both deltoids; a score of 1 point if only one pole of the 
magnet attached to a single deltoid. Likewise, paper clip 
score was calculated as a maximum score of 6 points if all 
three paper clip sizes attached to both arms (and 1 point if 
only one of the paper clip sizes attached to one side only). 
The field score was calculated by adding the magnet and 
paper clip scores for a maximum of 10 points.

To address the potential bias of frictional inertia resisting 
gravitational influences, we employed a model that took 
into consideration the size, shape, and weight of the 
magnets. Using standard calculations and published 
friction coefficients between non-porous metal and skin, 
the frictional force was determined [3, 4]. Wiping and 

preparing the skin of study subjects with alcohol reduces 
the coefficient of friction of the skin (μSkin) [3, 4].

Standard statistical methods were used MedCalc® 

Statistical Software version 20.008 (MedCalc Software 
Ltd, Ostend, Belgium; https://www.medcalc.org; 2021). 
Multiple regression analytic models used the magnet 
score, the paper clip score, and the field score as the 
dependent variables. The data was interrogated by 
multiple regression models using forward, backward, 
stepwise and forced entry of all the relevant dependent 
and independent variables. To our knowledge there are no 
previously published studies estimating the event rates 
and thus, were unable to perform a sample size and power 
analysis prior to the study. We planned to prospectively 
collect data on 200 or more subjects and perform a 
post-hoc power and sample size analysis and to provide 
adequate statistical power and to interrogate the large 
number of independent variables with multiple regression 
analytic models.

Results

Between June 1 to July 7, 2021, 256 subjects were enrolled 
in the study. In our population, 148 (57.8%) declined the 
COVID-19 vaccination and 108 (42.2%) received it. As 
expected, the age of the of the 108 vaccinated subjects was 
significantly greater than the non-vaccinated patients 
for obvious reasons (44.2 ± 17.1 vs 34.2 ± 19.3; p < 0.0001). 
Of the vaccinated patients, 68.5% received the Pfizer 
vaccine, 24.1% Moderna, and 7.4% Johnson & Johnson. 
Demographics of the study population are noted in 
Table 1. Table 2 reviews the results of the non-COVID-19 
vaccinated group (148) versus the COVID-19 vaccinated 
group (148 vs 108). Magnet and paper clip attachment to 
the deltoid muscles occurred in most subjects regardless 
of vaccination status. No statistical differences between 
the COVID-19 non-vaccinated and vaccinated groups were 
observed. Comparison of unvaccinated versus vaccinated 
groups yielded no significant differences (p > 0.1) in the 
magnet score of 4/4 (62.8% vs 53.7%); the clip score of 
6/6 (54.1% vs 46.5%) and; the field scores of 10/10 (50.0% 
versus 41.7%).

Table 2 reviews the various outcomes in non-vaccinated 
and vaccinated groups. Regardless of how the variables 
were examined no differences emerged between the 
non-vaccinated and vaccinated groups. There were non-
significant trends of higher magnet and field scores in 
the non-vaccinated group compared to the vaccinated 
groups (p > 0.1). We compared laterality of the magnet 
and paper clip scores in search of an anatomical bias or 
correlation to the vaccination site but no such relationship 
existed. Although the study was not designed to evaluate 
the temporal dynamics of the magnetic fields, we 
observed that several subjects had significantly different 
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magnet scores, clip scores and field scores when tested 
on subsequent occasions. Extensive interrogation of 
the data by multiple regression models assessed all the 
various magnet, clip, and field scores as the dependent 
variables and all relevant independent variables listed in 
Tables 1 and 2. Forward, backward, stepwise and forced 
entry techniques for entry of independent variables were 
analyzed. Of all the relevant independent variables, only 
the presence of autoimmune disease was associated with 
a reduction in field score (p = 0.01).

The force of gravity (FG) was calculated using mass x 
acceleration (See Figures 1 and 2). FG = 100 grams (magnet 
mass) x 9.81 m/sec2 (acceleration of gravity); FG = 981 
gram x m/sec2 = 0.981 kg /sec2 = 0.981 Newton. The skin 
coefficient of friction = μskin = 0.7; The static force of 
friction (FF) = μskin x magnet weight force (FM); then FG = FF 
x μSkin x FM; given that the magnet weight force downward 
(FG) = 0.981 Newtons and μskin = 0.7, then FG = μskin x FM 
and; FM = FG / μskin. Thus, FM ≥ 0.981 / 0.70 ≥ 1.4 Newtons. FF 
= 0.7 x 1.4 = 1.0 Newtons.

The post-hoc power and sample size analysis using the 
enrollment of 256 subjects provided us with significant 
power and robust analytics for data analysis including 
multiple regression. It would allow us to detect a 15% 
reduction in the magnet score, clip score, or field score 
from about 60% to 51% (alpha < 0.05, beta > 0.2, and 
power greater than 80%).

Figures 3 and 4 reviews 8 pictures of actual study subjects 
with the neodymium magnets and paperclips attached. 
Figure 5 is a video of several subjects with the magnets 
and paper clips attaching at various sites.

Discussion

To our knowledge this is the first study describing magnet 
attachment to the skin in a large prospective observational 
study. We think that this finding documents the presence 
of a magnetic field which, by all indications, takes origin 
in living bodies. An important secondary conclusion 
from this study is the absence of relationship between 
the observed attraction response and previous COVID-19 
vaccination. Statistical analysis reveals no associations 
between magnet, clip or field scores and any of the 
independent variables listed in Tables 1 and 2 with only 
one exception; there persisted a significant association 
with the presence of an autoimmune disease and reduced 
field score on multiple regression (p = 0.01).

When we initially described the effect and showed 
photographs to others the most frequent rebuttals came 
from dyed-in-the-wool science-based skeptics who 
casually ascribed it to frictional inertia, even as they 
observed firsthand the steep pitch of the magnet or paper 
clip over the deltoid (See photographs). We thus attempted 
to the extent possible to exclude frictional resistance as a 

confounding factor.

The quantitative models we used to explain vectoral 
force distribution for magnet adherence to the skin are 
simplistic and ignore variables such as magnet surface 
area, frictional properties of the neodymium, pitch of the 
attachment site and yet show that at any given point of 
attachment the net magnetic force is always well more 
than any theoretical frictional component (See Figures 
1-4). More pertinent are observations made by nearly all 
administrators: the magnets and paper clips did not attach 
to most of the surface area over the deltoids and attraction 
occured only at certain points. And once a magnet or paper 
clip attached, if it was moved even 2-4 centimetres in any 
direction, it immediately dropped to the floor regardless 
of pitch. Secondly, peculiar patterns of attraction defied 
frictional forces as a rational explanation, for example, 
in many cases the small paper clips would not attach, but 
the larger ones would attach. Such results exclude any 
significant contribution related to frictional inertia. The 
wiping down with alcohol reduced any wetness or oils 
that might increase the frictional inertia [3, 4]. Figures 3 
and 4 reviews 8 pictures of actual study subjects with the 
neodymium magnets and paperclips attached. Figure 5 
is a video of several subjects with the magnets and paper 
clips attaching at steep angles that favor gravitational 
forces rather than static frictional forces.

Multiple studies since 2007 describe research with highly 
magnetic nanoparticles thus fueling allegations that the 
COVID-19 vaccine was imbedded with these substances 
[5-17]. Theories ascribing magnet attachment to highly 
magnetic nanoparticles embedded in the COVID-19 vaccine 
are clearly refuted by this study and could not be rationally 
challenged. If such materials were at play, attraction 
would be expected to occur only at vaccination sites and 
nowhere else. There are numerous reports documenting 
research using highly magnetic nanoparticles, ferro-
materials, and graphenes in medical research and in our 
environment [5-16]. It is also impossible to determine if 
highly magnetic nanoparticles in the environment may 
have contributed to the magnetic effect observed; there are 
no historical references to document human magnetism 
before highly magnetic nanoparticles were described. 
Likewise, it is impossible for this study to address the 
potential of other environmental factors involving newly 
developed technologies over the past several decades that 
may have potentially influenced this human field effect.

Having recognized and confirmed the ubiquity of this 
magnet attachment phenomenon (it was present in most 
subjects regardless of vaccine status), it is necessary 
to move beyond description and attempt to explain its 
physiologic basis. What specific processes within the 
body are responsible for generation of the magnetic force 
responsible for attraction of the neodymium magnets 
and non-magnetized paper clips? Here developments in 
cardiology come into play.
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For much of the 20th century the heart was conceived as 
a mechanical pump that projected blood forward through 
the arteries during systole by ventricular contraction. 
Diastole, in turn, was regarded as a period of passive 
relaxation. In the 1980s reports surfaced describing 
negative intraventricular pressures in the early diastolic 
phase of the heart cycle which researchers soon concluded 
must account for diastolic filling and the forward 
movement of blood [17-19]. A 1986 article in Scientific 
American entitled The Heart as a Suction Pump advanced 
a new model of cardiac function [20]. Numerous articles 
followed in support of active dilation and by the late 1980s 
researchers had coined the term ‘diastolic dysfunction’ 
to designate a growing number of pathologic states 
associated with impaired outward movement of the 
ventricle [21-23]. A mid-1990s paper refuted the systolic 
propulsion theory of heart function [24]. After the 1990s 
imaging studies described spiral arterial flow currents 
which can only be explained on the basis of a suction 
force [25-29]. The fetal circulation within the human 
uterus provides even more compelling evidence for active 
diastolic function in the human fetus. From a mechanical 
engineering perspective, the propulsive forces of the 
fetal heart are vastly insufficient to propel blood not only 
through the entire fetal body circulation, but also through 
the extra-corporeal placental circulation, back and forth 
through a 30 cm umbilical cord. It is a self-evident fact 
that the feto-placental circulation is an impossible model 
if explained only on the basis of propulsive cardiac forces; 
other forces must be involved [30, 31].

Since the introduction of the electrocardiogram in the early 
20th century scientists assumed that electrical currents 
flowing through the nerves along the outer surface of 
the heart caused the ventricles to contract even though 
the heart possesses intrinsic rhythmicity and continues 
to function in the absence of nerves. Nor have scientists 
considered what happens to the electrical currents 
seen on ECG after they ostensibly induce ventricular 
contraction. Surely, they cannot simply disappear but 
instead, contribute to the body’s energy fields.

Evidence suggests that electron currents are drawn 
through the nerves by the contraction of the heart and 
infused directly into the blood. The excess of negative 
charge induces conformational change and repulsion 
in proteins which initiates active dilation and diastole. 
Moreover, Faraday’s Law indicates that rotary movement 
of electric currents generates an electromagnetic field. 
(One could equally say that the magnetic field induces 
the rotary movement of electricity). The cardiovascular 
system and blood thus form a primal energy generating 
system laden with forces that mediate functions 
throughout the body.

We use the term ‘field’ to denote a nexus of shared 
functions. The energy field comprises a group of organs 
and tissues involved in the generation and flow of non-

chemical energetic substance, i.e., electromagnetism, 
throughout the body. Blood and heart cells are rich in 
iron and the iron-containing proteins hemoglobin and 
myoglobin, which are prone to follow magnetic lines of 
force. Elements in the blood and heart wall act in unison 
to generate, reinforce and stabilize this commonly 
shared field. When the heart wall contracts, electrical 
currents streaming through its muscle fibers spin radially 
generating an oscillating field that attaches to, and flows 
through, iron-rich tissues such as blood, heart, liver, and 
skeletal muscle, all of which share common embryologic 
origins in the mesoderm [33, 34]. This primary nexus of 
relations represents the basis for the organized energy 
field, the source for all bodily functions and, equally, 
accounts for the attraction of the neodymium magnets 
to the deltoid regions. Interestingly several subjects 
observed magnet attachment at other bodily sites such 
as the precordium, abdominal wall, and thigh region. 
Moreover, several individuals observed that their own 
field scores were dynamic and changed from zero to ten 
over time.

It has become increasingly clear that not only does this 
energy field mediate normal physiologic organ functions 
but, in its deterioration, forms the basis of a host of chronic 
diseases, especially organ failure syndromes like chronic 
heart failure, chronic kidney disease, non-alcoholic fatty 
liver and more. Reports link diastolic dysfunction to the 
now-ubiquitous metabolic syndrome, first described 
in the 1980s, and its cluster of associated disturbances 
including hypertension, insulin resistance, diabetes, 
& obesity [35, 36]. Given that the diastolic phase of the 
cardiac cycle represents a period of active energy infusion 
into the blood, such chronic syndromes must be regarded 
as primary energy deficiency states. Medical science still 
has no effective treatments for these conditions.

Perhaps the most curious result of our study came with the 
recognition that in a significant percentage of subjects, 
the magnets attached to the skin on both sides (north and 
south poles), which seemingly violates known laws of 
magnetic attraction and repulsion. We have no satisfying 
explanation for this phenomenon. It should be noted 
however that virtually all knowledge of magnetism has 
been derived from observations of interactions between 
external magnets and such inferences may not be directly 
applicable to living bodies.

While ferrous elements of the body are undoubtedly 
involved in field dynamics it cannot be ignored that the 
actual forces are mediated and expressed by the flow of 
fluids and water. A more suitable conceptual model might 
be, for example, the interaction between lunar orbitals and 
the tides within the earth’s magnetic field. Moreover, if 
the body’s energy field possesses an organized resonance 
structure it is conceivable that the field spontaneously 
reorients itself as the magnet is flipped. This could 
potentially explain how the mirror-image congenital 
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anomalies occur during embryogenesis, i.e., syndromes 
involving heterotaxia, dextrocardia and situs inversus, 
can be conceived as the result of spontaneous ‘field flips’. 
Recent evidence suggests that the earths geomagnetic 
field is associated with morphogenesis and also that 
electromagnetic field exposures may have adverse effects 
on human development [28, 37].

It is relevant to inquire as to why the attraction 
phenomenon, present in most of our subjects, has not 
been previously described in the scientific literature. For 
the past 200 years medical science has been dominated 
by molecular and cellular ideas and it is tempting to 
speculate that the notion was simply never entertained. 
But one would also think that before focusing exclusively 
on molecular and cellular processes scientists would have 
sought to exclude other relevant causal possibilities, 
especially given that Roman physician Galen had 
described the existence of an organized energy field in the 
body as early as the 2nd century AD.

Galen’s system of humoral medicine, which explained all 
bodily phenomena (including disease) in terms of energy 
flow, was taken as an article of faith among physicians 
for over 1500 years until it was arbitrarily rejected by 
chemists. The rediscovery of this field would seem to 
corroborate Galen’s claims and call into question the 
primacy of events at the molecular and cellular levels. This 
becomes more compelling since some experts argue that 
since the beginning of the modern therapeutic era in the 
early 20th century that medical scientists have cured very 
few if any classes of disease. The unexpected phenomenon 
of magnetic attachment to the human body is difficult (if 

not impossible) to explain based on molecular and cellular 
biology.

The major limitation of this study is that it did not address 
why certain individuals demonstrate magnetic attachment 
and others do not. Nor did it address variations in relative 
strength of the fields between individuals or temporal 
variations in attraction and field strength in single 
individuals. The study was not designed to determine 
the causes of natural variation of pathologic causes in 
human energy fields and for these reasons the finding 
of autoimmune diseases associated with low field scores 
cannot be confidently concluded but should be studied in 
future investigations. The study is also limited in that it 
cannot determine if other environmental exposures have 
affected the human energetics fields over the past several 
decades [38-41].

The strengths of the study include the obvious fact that it 
is the FIRST and only study of its kind. Secondly, there was 
recruitment from diverse geographic locations including, 
Fort Worth TX, Lansing MI, Grand Rapids MI, Williamston 
MI, Boise ID, Pensacola FL, Gulf Breeze FL, and Gainesville 
FL. Thirdly, 12 different study administrators mostly 
began with absolute cynicism and/or a healthy degree 
of skepticism and they became convinced of the veracity 
of these findings by their own observations on testing 
their own subjects. Finally, the sample size provided 
ample power and robust analytics to make our confident 
conclusions.
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Table 1. Demographics of study population by COVID-19 vaccination status

Not Covid Vaccinated 
(n = 148)

Covid Vaccinated 
(n = 108)

P value

Age 34.2 ± 19.3 44.2 ± 17.1 <0.0001

BMI 26.3 ± 6.8 (122) 27.2 ± 6.6 (88) NS

Gender

Female 56.1% 52.8% NS

Male 43.9% 47.2 NS

Race

Caucasian 136 100 NS

African American 8 1 NS

     Hispanic 2 3 NS

     Asian 0 3 NS

     Other 2 1 NS

Medical Complications

     Hypertension 13 9 NS

     Diabetes 4 6 NS

     Autoimmune disease 4 8 NS

     Rheumatoid arthritis 1 2 NS

     Thyroid disease 3 2 NS

     Fibromyalgia 0 3 NS

     Heart disease 3 2 NS

Tattoos

     Left arm 18 11 NS

     Right arm 18 11 NS

Metallic implants 8 13 NS

Vaccine Type

     Pfizer 74 (68.5%)

     Moderna 26 (24.1%)

     Johnson & Johnson 8 (7.4%)

Days from 1st Vax to test (days) 97.0 ± 43.3

Days from 2nd Vax to test (days) 75.7 ± 42.8

Vaccination complications 23 (21.3%)§

[All data represent mean ± 1 SD or N (%). NS = non-significant p value > 0.2] 
[§Only minor complications were reported by the subjects]
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Table 2. Results of Study Population by COVID-19 vaccination status

Not Covid Vaccinated(n 
= 148)

Covid Vaccinated

(n = 108)

Pvalue

Prepared with alcohol wipes 122 (100%) 99 (100%) NS

Neodymium magnet repulsion force 0 0 NS

Neodymium Magnet scores

Magnet test right arm score of 2/2 100 (67.6%) 61 (56.5%) NS

Magnet test to left arm score of 2/2 98 (66.2%) 66 (61.1%) NS

Magnet score of 4/4 93 (62.8%) 58 (53.7%) NS

Magnet score of 0/4 32 (21.6%) 31 (28.7%) NS

Un-magnetized Paper Clip Scores

Small paper clip attached to right arm 97 (65.5%) 68 (63.0%) NS

Small paper clip attached to left arm 102 (68.9%) 71 (65.7%) NS

Medium paper clip attached to right arm 93 (62.3%) 68 (60.6%) NS

Medium paper clip attached to left arm 99 (66.9%) 66 (61.1%) NS

Large paper clip attached to right arm 90 (60.7%) 67 (59.6%) NS

Large paper clip attached to left arm 95 (66.4%) 62 (54.5%) NS

Paper clip score on right arm 3/3 86 (57.4%) 64 (56.6%) NS

Paper clip score on left arm 3/3 89 (61.5%) 61 (53.5%) NS

Paper clip score of 6/6 80 (54.1%) 54 (46.5%) NS

Paper clip score of 0/6 33 (21.3%) 30 (29.3%) NS

Field Scores (magnet + clip scores)

Total Field score 10/10 74 (50.0%) 45 (41.7%) NS

Total Field score 0/10  22 (13.1%) 25 (23.1%) NS

Right Field Score 5/5 80 (52.5%) 55 (47.5%) NS

Right Field score 0/5 30 (20.3%) 32 (29.6%) NS

Left Field Score 5/5 79 (53.4%) 55 (50.9%) NS

Left Field Score 0/5 29 (19.6%) 26 (24.1%) NS

[All data represent mean ± 1 SD or N (%). NS = non-significant p value > 0.1]
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Table 3. Results of Study Population by COVID-19 vaccination status

Not Covid Vaccinated 

(n = 148)

Covid Vaccinated

(n = 108)

Administrator*

     JET (n = 83) 63 20

     KT (n = 57) 26 31

     EL (n = 34) 16 18

     JAT (n=19) 14 5

     LP (n=17) 7 10

     AC (n=12) 9 3

     EO (n=10) 0 10

     JK (n = 8) 1 7

     JB (n = 6) 6 0

     JV (n = 6) 4 2

     DA (n = 3) 1 2

     BD (n = 1) 1 0

Location of test*

     Lansing, MI (n = 117) 80 37

     Williamston, MI (n = 24) 9 15

     Gulf Breeze, FL (n = 33) 24 8

     Gainesville, FL (n = 34) 16 18

     Fort Worth, TX (n = 17) 7 10

     McDavid, FL (n = 11) 9 2

     Grand Rapids, MI (n = 10) 0 10

     Boise, ID (n = 8) 1 7

[All data represent sample size (n).]
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forces involved with the magnet attachment to the skin 

The force of gravity (FG) = mass x acceleration
FG = 100 grams (neodymium magnet) x 9.81 m/sec2

FG = 981gram x m/sec2 = 0.981 kg /sec2 = 0.981 Newton
The skin coefficient of friction = μskin = 0.7
The static force of friction (FF) = μskin x magnetic force (FM)
Then FG = FF x μSkin x FM

Given that the magnet force downward (FG) = 0.981 Newtons and μskin = 0.7
Then the FG = μskin x FM and; FM = FG / μskin

FM = 0.981 / 0.70 = 1.4 Newtons
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Figure 2. Demonstration of neodymium magnet attachment to the skin
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Figure 3. Demonstration of neodymium magnet attachment to the skin on 4 Subjects.
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Figure 4. Demonstration of non-magnetized paper clip attachment to the skin on 4 Subjects.
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Video 1. Video documenting magnet and paper clip attachment in five of our subjects
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